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grand theft auto: san andreas features an optional "san andreas stories" mode that includes
eighteen additional missions. players can choose between the missions that are set in either los
santos or san fierro, and the missions that are set in the desert, including the missions that were
in grand theft auto iii. the game also features online gameplay, but only via peer-to-peer. (go to
wikipedia for grand theft auto (series)) grand theft auto: san andreas takes place in the fictional
state of san andreas in the twenty-first century. the state is a recreation of los santos and san
fierro, the two cities featured in the grand theft auto iii and grand theft auto: vice city games,

respectively. it also includes many other locations, such as the rural areas and the military
facilities. many of the locations are portrayed in a high-fantasy style, such as the city of los

santos, a mountainous area, a desert, a favela, a military base, a prison, a seaplane, a racetrack,
a jungle, a volcano, a nuclear power plant, and a simulated city built in a desert. grand theft
auto: san andreas is a video game that was developed by rockstar north and published by

rockstar games. the game was released on 26 october 2004 for playstation 2, and on 7 june
2005 for microsoft windows and xbox. a high definition remastered version received a physical

release for both xbox 360 and playstation 3 on 30 june 2015 and 1 december 2015, respectively.
it is the seventh title in the grand theft auto series, and the first main entry since 2002's grand

theft auto: vice city.
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one of the biggest issues with gta san andreas has been lack of mods. even after the game had
been released, modders had to find a lot of the mods on their own, downloading them from the
internet and adding them to a mod.exe. this was a time-consuming and tedious process. with

gta: san andreas, namaste india has a few tweaks on the original game mechanics. these are: in
lieu of being released for other system, gta san andreas was also released for three major

platforms, windows, os x and linux. gta san andreas is a revolutionary open world action game,
which was released on 27 september 2008 to critical acclaim. it was developed by rockstar san

diego and published by rockstar games on the playstation 2, xbox, playstation 3, xbox 360,
microsoft windows and os x operating systems. important notes about game version and

compatibility:i completed this save on ios, but it will also work on any android device, as well.
however, my version of sa is version 1.6. the save will only work if you have 1.6 or higher and
not 1.5 or below.special thanks:i want to thank khsh97 for taking these photos of my special

vehicles on his android phone. his resolution and camera is better than mine, so it was a big help
from him.i also want to thank our good ol' friend herobriner007 for helping on some missions and

special vehicles due to poor mobile controls. he is probably one of the best, if not the best
special vehicle collector on mobile platforms. unfortunately he is banned for a while now and i
can contact him outside of the forum.lastly, i would like to thank samutz for hosting the gtasnp
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